Ask Stef

Do What Love Does
This column is deeply personal and raw: no
question and answer, just what is here and now.
And since my deadline looms, I must trust these
words will reach the eyes and hearts of those
who might somehow benefit from them.
I come to you from the hospital. Not as a
patient but as the only visitor allowed during
these past 26 days. My beloved husband has been
on a wildly unpredictable and intense journey
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With so many strokes, is it pure luck he has no
Ask-Stefdisability? And with coronavirus making my role
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completely solo, only the abundance of loving
prayers received virtually is keeping me upright.
Those are powerful revelations.
The past proves I can withstand this tempest. I can even survive
the worst-case scenario. But I don’t want to. I don’t want to wonder if
he’ll survive and, if so, in what state. I don’t want to watch him suffer,
feeling helpless to change it. But I will do these things and anything
else required of me because I want him to live, and I will support the
total healing and restoration uttered for him in countless prayers.
I will do what love does. And so it is. z
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